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Geophysical Survey on Claim L-76391 to L-?639*j- Lower Abitibi Area

Location: located on the west side of the Low River one half mile south of Abi
tibi

Lake. They may be reached from a tractor road along the south shore 
of 

Abitibi Lake to the west or by plane to the lake.

The claims are owned by Theodore LaHose of Cochrane, Ontario and the survey is sub 

mitted by Area Mines Ltd. of 231(M4 King Street West, Toronto l, Ontario.

The claims covered by the survey are L-76391 to L-7639^ and the surv
ey was made on 

February 16-19, 1963 with minor check work on April 3j 1963*

A base line was located and cross lines at 400' intervals were established. An E.M. 

survey was conducted at 100' stations and a magnetometer survey at 5
0' stations.

A number of cross-overs were detected and a conductor was establishe
d through lines 

8tf to 4E with indications of a fault cutting between Line O and Line
 4E. Additional 

weak conductors detected are considered to be of little importance. 
A 100 gamma 

magnetic coincidence was established along the conductor. The conductor warrants a 

drill nole in the vicinity of the possible fault.

The instruments emplloyed in the survey were a McPhar Reconnaissance
 E.M. unit 

A-00 (fc 2000 c.p.s.), Kadar Magnetometer (scale constant 28.l) and Sharpe 
A-2 

Magnetometer (20.0 gammas/scale division).

Approximately 2 miles of line were cut and 82 E.M. stations and 214 mag. stations 

were established.
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REPORT on GROUMD aJSQiWSIGS j * . 

AIRBORNE ANOMALY No* 201 " ' ;, 

AREA MINES LIMITED -, 

Warden-Rand Project

020

INTRODUCTION

ust west of a 
mile south of

Airborne Anomaly No. 201 lies 
copper showing near Low Creek and about 
McChesney Bay on Abitibi Lake. " , ,

The copper showing has been drilled previously 
(by the P.H.Jowsey interests) and some ground geophysical 
work was also done. Further ground geophysics has been done 
by Area Mines Ltd. and also some limited and Inconclusive; 
drilling. The work herein described was done In an attempt 
to clarify the geophysical picture and help alsess the 
airborne indication. , s

RESULTS '-•/•; ' ; ' '

The results are shown on the accompanying map. 
A definite conductor was found stretching wept from the 
showing. This conductor has a weak (about 56 ganjma) magnetic 
correlation. It is in the order of 10 feet wfLde and dips 
near-vertically. It is a weakly conductive body*

The conductor appears to end east of Line O, but 
ground mapping by Area Mines has shown that a .porphyry dike 
about 200 k feet wide lies in this area, striking northwesterly, 
The conductor may continue west on the west sidf of this dike

Another conductor, having a much stronger response, 
is indicated north of the showing. This conductor also has 
a weak magnetic correlation. A weak magnetic high-stretches 
west from this conductor, but the conductor does not follow 
along. It seems likely that two possibilities exist, either 
the conductor goes under heavy overburden and is not bejLng 
picked up, or else the conductor lies in a north-trendIng 
fault. This fault, shown on the map, Is exposed In outcrop 
and is also indicated by the magnetic results, S ,

September , 1963

Ross Kidd, {: : 
Mining Engineer
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Geophysical Survey on claims L-76391 Lower AbitibijPistrict

Location and access* The claim is located on the west side of the Low River
approximately 1/2 mile south df the inouth. It can be

reached overland from a tractor road along the south shore of Lake Abi 
tibi or by plane to Lake Abitibi. -

Tne claim is owned by Theodore Larose of Cochrane, Ontario and the survey 
is submitted by Area Mines Limited of 2310,44 King St*W. Toronto l, Ont.

The claim covered in the survey is L-76391 and the survey was made in 
August, 1963.

The instruments used were an Askania TorsioV Magnetometer calibrated 
at 2.137 gammas per scale division and a magniphase horizontal loop 
electromagnetic unit at 1000 ops augmented field 2^fo amplitude and 
Jfo phase per scale division.

Total number of stations established , 35  T
- 8? Magnetometer

Total line cut 4500 ' . . '
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